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Question:

Hey! I'd really love to know: How can I attract more love
into my life?



Your Reading:

1. You: Two of Wands - Upright

2. Current Challenge: Queen of Swords - Reversed

    3. Advice: Knight of Cups - Upright



Message: 

You're  a  person  that  holds  great  passion  and  determination
within you. Right now you might be in a state of planning with
your eyes are fixed on the horizon, wondering where exactly it
might take you if  you let it. Others around you are living their
lives and seem to have success in being surrounded by love, or at
the very least, they seem to have results.  You are left wondering
when it's your turn. You want to attract love and improve your
situation and you might have a plan in mind for doing so that
either you haven't taken action on yet, or are just starting to put
into  motion.  Maybe  you've  had  multiple  ideas  that  you  feel
compelled to pursue, only to stop them once they've begun. 

But something is holding you back from the love you seek, and
the cards  seem to  indicate  that  your thoughts  are presenting
quite the challenge to you. Your mind carries great power -your
power- but at the moment it seems to be hindering you instead
of propelling you forward. This might feel discouraging but this
reading  doesn't  highlight  your  challenges  without  giving  you
hope.  This  card  in particular indicates  that  you  have a sharp
intellect and can accomplish much of  what you set your mind
too. Right now it's very important for you to pay attention to how
your thoughts hold you back from love and true acceptance. You
might have an inner monologue that tells you you are unworthy
of love or even that love is threatening to you. When you believe
this, opportunities for love may surround you but you won't be
able to see them, or may even push them away. You may want to
be loved,  but not have experience in receiving  it,  or feel  very
uncomfortable when you do.



The  advice  the  cards  have  for  you  is  to  practice  feeling
comfortable with your emotions. The best way to attract love is to
love who you are and to believe you are worthy of that love. This
can be quite the challenge, especially if you were or are currently
in  an  environment  that  seeks  to  convince  you  that  you  are
unlovable,  flawed,  or that you can only be loved if  you reach
some sort of ideal. The truth is that no one is an exception to love
and everyone deserves to be loved simply because they exist. By
existing, everyone brings a unique and beautiful energy to the
world, so a good start to learning to love yourself is by learning
more about yourself and celebrating all the things that make you
you. This card also carries the message of learning to understand
and  listen  to  your  subconscious.  Don't  intellectualize  your
feelings too much. Hidden in your reactions are messages that
reveal to yourself who you truly are and how to get the things you
desire. True, you can think through these feelings and get to the
cause of them, but you need to feel them fully first and not view
them  as  your  enemy.  Even  if  it  might  seem  silly,  repeat
affirmations like, “I am loved,” and “I am worthy of appreciation,”
to yourself  daily.  Affirmations are a powerful way of  attracting
the things you desire into your life.

Summary:

The cards indicate that you have a profound ability to attract love
in your life. Right now, it's important to figure out the ways your

mind works against you and use it's power to learn to love
yourself deeply. Once you allow yourself to feel your emotions
freely without judgement and love the things you learn about

yourself, you will begin to attract more love into your life. 



Please find attached a complimentary sigil!  You can place and
draw this sigil wherever you like. Similar to affirmations, they can
remind you on both a conscious and unconscious level of your
goal and help you attract it into your life! :)

Thank you so much for entrusting me to read for you! I sincerely
hope this reading resonated with you. Please consider leaving a
review; its a small action that helps small businesses grow! :) If
you have any questions, please feel free to reach out at any time.
Have a lovely day! <3


